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SIMULATION OF INTENSE HEATING AND SHOCK HYDRODYNAMICS
IN FREE-MOVING LIQUID TARGETS

Ahmed Hassanein
Argome National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

Recently, significant interest has focused on
the use of free or open liquid-metal targets flowing
with high velocities in various nuclear and high-
energy”physics applications such as the ISOLDE
and muon collider projects. This is because the
heat generated in solid targets due to beam
bombardment cannot be removed easily and the
resulting thermal shock damage is a serious
problem. The behavior of a free-moving liquid
mercury or gallium jet due to a proton beam
deposition in a strong magnetic field h~ been
modeled and analyzed for the muon collider
project. Free liquid-metal jets oftkr significant
‘kidvantages over conventional solid targets,
particularly for the more demanding and
challenging high-power applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Isotope or elementary particle production is
usually maximized by the use of a well-focused
particle beam bombarding various target
materials. Pion production, for example, in the
muon collider device is maximized with a well-
fwused proton beam that bombards a small-
diameter high-atomic number target material.
Tungsten, platinum, or lead would be a good
choice for the target material, but, the intense heat
generated in the short deposition time and the
resulting thermal shock in these solid targets
would make it difficult to opemte the machine at
the required higher fkquencies (f 215 Hz). Use
of a rapidly flowing liquid would solve the heat
removal problem, but, the generated shock wave
could damage the liquid enclosure and shorten its
lifetime. Therefore, using an open or ti-ee liquid
jet may solve most problems associated with
solid or confined-liquid targets [1].

In this analysis, the comprehensive computer
code shock wave J&lrodynamics Jn Eree Iargets
(SWHIFT) was developed to study in detail the
behavior of moving targets as a result of bmrn
deposition in a strong magnetic field. This code

was developed as part of the generrd multipurpose
HEIGHTS computer simulation package, which
was designed to study the various effkcts &
energetic beams or plasma particles in composite
and heterogeneous targets [2]. The hydrodynamic
shock in SWHJJ?T simulation, can be driven by
a pulsed magnetic field rind/or sudden beam-
energy deposition. SWHIFT solves the full

“hydrodynamic motion of a moving &e liquid-
metal target in cylindrical coordinates due to
intense pulsed-beam-energy deposition in a strong
magnetic field. Figure 1 schematically illustrates
the interaction of a beam with a liquid jet in a
magnetic field environmen~ as used in the
SWHIFT code. Most of the deposited energy is
converted into radial oscillations of the liquid jet.
Pressure and velocity oscillations of the jet me
calculated for various beam and target parametem.

LI. BEAM/TARGET INTEIUCTION

Power deposited in various targets due to
beam penetration varies greatly ‘tith target
composition because of both target stopping
power and the electromagnetic showers generated
in the target from the interaction. The muons in a
muon collider arise from the decay of pions
produced in the interaction of =1.5 x 10’s
protons/s with a primary target [3]. For protons
with 16 GeV energy, beam power is 4 MW. The
target will be about two interaction lengths long
and will absorb =IOYO of the incident beam
power, i.e., =400 kW. Beam repetition rate is 15
Hz, so each beam pulse deposits about 30 kJ of
energy in the target. Target heating becomes
more severe in higher atomic number targets. A
single-pulse peak-energy deposition can deliver
2100 J/g. The resulting temperature rise will be
a few hundred kelvins per pulse and if the target is
not cooled, it will melt or boil atler several beam
pulses. The use of a flowing liquid metal
contained in a solid pipe will not improve the
situation bccausc the time of the intense power
deposited by the beam is much shorter than the
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transit time of the sound wave, causing a strong
pressure wave that could destroy the pipe.
Therefore, the idea of using a circulating pulsed
Iiquid-mckd jet from gallium, mercury, or lead
targets seems quite promising. In addition,
circulating liquid targets eliminate other problems
such as the long-term et%cts of radiation damage
to solid targets or containers. These e!%cts
include embrittlement, swelling, and fracture &
materials due to displacement damage and helium
production.

Several beam and target pmamctcrs are used
in the calculations of the SWHIFT code. The
target is assumed to be a free liquid cylinder, with
radius RJ = 1 cm, that is heated by two proton
beams with proton energy Eb =16 GeV, bunch
length is ‘rb= 1 ns, beam dkdk$ radius rb = Z-4
mm with Gaussian profile, and target length L =
20 cm. Both liquid gallium and liquid mercuw.
jets are used in the analysis.

B-Field *

.

B-Field -

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of SWHTFT code beam interaction with free liquid jet
in a strong magnetic field

However, the use of free-moving liquid-metal III. DESCRIPTION OF TARGET EOUATION-
targets brings up a number of new and challenging
problems. These include the
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities of the
jet in a strong and nonhomogeneous magnetic
field strength of =20 T (which is required to
collect the pions produced in the target), induced
eddy current ef%cts on jet shape, thermal shock
formation, and possible fragmentation of the jet.
These problems need to be fblly resolved and
studied to ensure the credibility of the liquid
targets. Only problems associated with target
heating in a strong magnetic field are considered
in this analysis,

.
OF-STATE

Equation-of-state (EOS) for the liquid target
is taken as the sum of cold compression, ion
thermal, and electron thermal terms. The EOS is
simplified by an analytical formula. A more
accurate EOS is required for a more detailed
analysis and a better description of target
response.

The pressure P. and energy E, of cold
compression are given by
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Ion and electron thermal pressure and energy
are given by

<
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equations in cylindrical coordinates. The
equations of mass, momentum, and enwgy
consewation are given by
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Therefore, the total energy and press~e are

E= EC+EI+E P= Pc+P1+Pe,
e’

where subscripts c, I, and e correspond to cold
(elastic) compression, ion thermal, and electron
thermal components, respectively. G1 and Go am
the Gruneisen coefficients for the ion and electron,
respectively. The initial conditions are P = O at
T =T. andp= p., which correspond to the
melting point, T. = T~,l,, and normal density p..
At’ higher target temperatures, the target can be
ionized and the resulting free-electron component
of energy and pressure is added to the target EOS.
Correspondingly, the solid-state partition of the
electron thermal energy and pressure decreases (l-
fz) times, where f, is the ionization fraction.

Iv. HYDRODYNAMIC RESPONSE OF
.TARGET SYSTEM

Liquid-target response to proton beam
deposition is calculated by solving the MHD

and DY=& ,

where qb(r) is radial power distribution of the
beam; q(r) is Joule heating due to magnetic field
ditiiow P, FM, PP, and E are total liquid
pressure, magnetic force, magnetic pressure, and
energy (per cm3), respectively; B is magnetic field
strength; & is induced electric field; j is induced
current; D~ is magnetic field diffusion coefficient
V is jet radial oscillation velocity; and c is
electrical conductivity of the target. The proton
beam energy is assumed to be deposited as n &
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function at lime = th, which in this ciikdid(m is
assumed to be at time tb = O.

At ~he outside boundary (r = RJ) of the jet
“ surface, pressure and magnetic field we given by

B2
P = Ppo and B = Bo, where P,. Jlo=G’

: where RJ (the outer radius of the cylindrical target)
is taken to be 1 cm in this calculation, and Bo
(the coil magnetic field strength outside the liquid
target) is taken to be 20 T.” Lagrangian cells are
used with a constant mass of cells to preserve
numerical stability during target evolution, ensure
shock convergence on axis, and correctly predict
target behavior following beam interaction.

Three cases of magnetic field effkcts rue
considered in this analysis. In the first case, the
magnetic field is assumed to act only on the
outside jet surfam and does not immediately
diffuse inside the jet body but it begins to diffuse
into the jet only during its penetration into the
coil with magnetic field B. at the jet surface. This

- is possible if the jet velocity is too high or if the
target has very high conductivity. In the second
case, complete diflision of the magnetic field
inside the target is reach@ therefore, the inside
field is equal to Bo at t = O. Thereafter, variation
of magnetic field inside the target is due only to
compressionkarefaction waves generated in the jet

...’ as a result of beam heating. In an actual case, the
magnetic field partially penetrates the jet and the
inside magnetic field is not equal to zero but has a
spatial radial distribution that ranges from B. at
the jet swl%ce to a lower value determined by
diflision of the magnetic field in the target. In the
third case, calculations are made without “the
existence of the magnetic field in order to compare
and study the effects of the magnetic field on target
behavior. For simplicity, the initial temperature
distribution of the jet is assumed to be
homogeneous and equal to the melting
temperature. Additional heating of the jet due to
magnetic field diffision is also taken into account.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Calculations are made for effkctive beam
radius of about 0.4 cm and B. = 20 T with energy
deposited per centimeter of target length qo = 195
and 330 J/cm, or 65 and 50 J/g, in the deposition
arm of gallium and mercury targets, respectively.
Atler instantaneous beam hcnting, a target region
with an equivalent radius of about rb is heated to

few hundred kelvins with a corresponding thermal
pressure of several tens of katm. This pressure
forms a shock wave that propagates along the jet
radius. In a liquid target, much of the deposited
energy is expended in potential energy due to
expansion of the heated area and compression cf
outer layers (cold pressure P.). If the deposited
energy is lower than the energy ,of fiion
(corresponding to the negative pressure P..),
atoms in the heated area of the target are not
separated from each other and the media remains
as a condensed matter (solid/liquid). Therefore,
& formation of the shock wave, the heated H
expands behind the shock wave and causes a
negative pressure that brakes the shock wave.
The actual magnitude of shock wave thus
becomes less severe. In addition, amplitude of the
radial shock wave decreases by a fhctor of lfr due
to the larger mass involved as the shock moves
outward. Therefore, the shock wave inside liquid
targets is much different than that due to sudden
surface heating of a h surfhce such as by a laser
beam. Because the liquid target is heated in a
small region near the target axis, the wavelength
of excited radial oscillations is much lower than
the jet radius. For targets with lower heats cf
fbsion and higher beam power, the situation can
be much di&ent and the shock wave could
resemble that generated in a gaseous media with
greater wave magnitude and more serious
problems ofjet stability.

Figure 2 shows the radial temperature
distribution of a mercury jet as a fbnction of time
after beam deposition. The initial temperature
distribution resembles the spatial profile of beam
deposited energy. Temporal changes in jet
temperature at the center are due to compression
and expansion pressure waves generated by the
shock wave from the sudden beam deposition and
its reflection at the jet surface. The generated
shock wave results in the motion of the heated
area behind the shock that also pushes the liquid
in front of this heated area, and then both of these
moving media are reflected at the jet surface. This
will result in an interesting pattern ofjet velocity
and radial motion profile.

Figure 3 compares the temperature at the
center of both mercury and gallium jets as a
fi,mction of time and with complete magnetic field
difision inside the jet. The gallium temperature
is lower than the mercury temperature because less
proton beam energy is deposited in the lower-
atomic number gallium target and bccausc the
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Fig. 2. Temperature distribution inside mercury jet as a function of time with magnetic field diflised inside jet
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Fig. 3. Center tcmpcraturc of mercury and gallium jets after proton beam deposition
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Fig. 4. Total radial pressure inside mercury jet as a fimction of time and radial distance.

Fig. 5. Radial vdocity distrilwtion in nuxcury jet following lw:tm (icposilion
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thcnrml properties of gallium wv better than those
ofmcrcury. Fluctuation in the ccntcr tempcmturc
of the mercury jet is more pronounced (IUCto the
higher gcnemtmipressure w~ve thiur that for the
gallium jet.

The time dependence of the total pressure
generated in a merctuy jet as a result of beam
deposition is shown in Fig. 4. The initial
pressure profile also resembles the profile of the
beam-deposited energy. Maximum initial pressure
at the center exce&& 20 katm, but d-xreases
significantly as the pressure wave propagates
radially outward. The pressure then oscillates due
to reflection at the jet surface and at the center of
the jet. The magnetic field pressure outside the
jet surfkce (=1600 atm) prevents the reflected
pressure at the surl%cefrom reaching the negative
values that may then cause jet cavitation and.
spallationo However, at the jet center, the
reflected pressure becomes negative and therefore
jet cavitation an~ pigmentation may occur.
Studies are underway to evaluate and simulate jet
behavior under these conditions. The resulting

[

.

radial velocity of the jet due to the pressure
gradient and electromagnetic forces arc shown in
Fig. 5 as a function of time. The maximum jet
edge-velocity is <30 m/s, and jet breakup with
droplet fragmentation at such velocities, should
spallation occur, will not significantly damage the
inside of the solenoid coils.

The eftlct of the magnetic field on the time-
dependence of the jet edge velocity is shown in
Fig. 6. The case of complete magnetic field
diffision, i.e., B.= Bi. = 20 T, is similar to that
when no magnetic field is presen~ i.e., B = O,
inside or outside the jet. This is because once the
field is completely dif?irsed inside the jet,
magnetic pressure inside the jet is equal and
therefore no forces exist from the magnetic
pressure gradient. However, if the magnetic field
‘is turned on when the jet is in place inside the
coil, i.e., BO= 20 T ad Bi. = O, a shock will
propagate inward from the outside surface. This
causes sudden sm%aceheating of the jet that causes
the jet surface expands outward instantly at a

~

-10!
~ _ Mercury ~

..............”....................................... ..........................................
—

1 ~cm Jet~

I
4 mm Gbussian Beam

.20 i..........................................................................................”............ .. .............................................................
0 5 10 15 20

Time, jLs

Fig. 6, Effect of magnetic field on time dependence of edge velocity of a mercury jet
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Fig. 7. Pressure of mercury and gallium jets as a fimction of time following beam deposition

velocity of >10 rnls. As the magnetic field
diflbses with time into the jet from the outside
surfhce, the edge radial-velocity becomes similar
to that in the other two cases.

Liquid pressures at the edges of mercury and
gallium jets are compared in Fig. 7. Although
the inhial shock pressure generated at the jet
center is higher by more than a f%ctorof two in
mercury than in gallium, the pressure at the edge
is only slightly higher than in gallium. This is
because the much heavier mass of mercury tends
to attenuate and break the pressure wave as it
propagates outward. The frequency of the pressure
oscillation, however, is higher in gallium because
of its higher speed of sound. Pressure oscillations
and the resulting jet radial velocity will cause the
jet to expand and compress radially as the jet
moves along the z-axis of the solenoid. Figure 8
compares the relative ratio of the radii of mercury
and gallium jets as a function of time. The higher
edge pressure and radial velocity of the mercuxy
jet causes greater radial oscillation but at a lower
frequency due to its slower speed of sound.

Figure 9 shows the time evolution of the
Shilpc of a mercury jet as a result of the proton-
btxtm deposited energy. The magnitude of the

shown radial oscillations is magnified by a fiictor
of 10 for better view. One can clearly see the
shock wave propagates radially outward from the
deposition region, its reflection at the sudhce “cf
the jet, its propagation inwar~ and so on. The
magnitude of the radial oscillation is very low
compared to size of the jet and one can predict
Ilom the SWHIFT code that the jet will not be
destroyed as a result of proton beam deposition.
The stability and survivability of the jet following
the beam deposition and during its lifetime inside
the solenoid region is a different problem and will
depend on many issues. Some of these issues
include MHD instabilities due to theta-pinching
of the jet by the magnetic field [4], uniformity and
symmetry of beam-deposited energy in both r- and
z-directions, and jet cavitation and fragmentation
resulting from negative pressure inside the jet.

Liquid metal targets may also be able to
accommodate higher beam energy deposition.
Figure 10 shows the time-dependence of a
mercury jet center temperature for three different
deposited energies, 50, 100, and 200 J/g. Higher
energy deposition causes higher shock pressure
and temperature in the liquid jet. ,.Beam-enerby
deposition of 100 J/g or higher wdl Ciitlse the
mercury temperature at the jet center to exceed the
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shock w~ve, the actual vaporization temperature is
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causing an intense vapor cloud. In addition,
higher beam-energy deposition causes larger radial
oscillations of the iet. as shown in Fiz 1I. This.?.
could al%ect or - enhance
instabilities, jet cavitation,
breakups and i%agmentation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

the .kt’s MHD REFERENCES
and ultimately jet

1.

.

A comprehensive intense pulsed-heating and 2.
shock hydrodynamic model and a computer code,
SWHIFT, have been developed to study in detail
the various effects of high-energy beam deposition
in &e liquid-metal targets moving in a strong
magnetic field Pulsed liquid-metal targets may
have significant advantages over conventional 3.
solid targets for high-power applications in
nuclear and high-energy physics. The generated
shock wave due to beam deposition is
significantly reduced and mitigated by the outer
layers of the liquid jet. One can predict that the 4.
liquid jet will not be destroyed due to proton
beam energy deposition of S1OOJ/g for a mercury
target and possibly higher levels for a gallium jet.
The strong magnetic field may prevent @e .
reflected pressme wave at the surface fium
becoming negative and therefore, may reduce jet
cavitation and fragmentation. However, MHD
instabilities in the oscillating liquid jet may cause
jet breakups and spallation. Overall jet
survivabili~ during its lifetime inside the
solenoid will depend on factors such as change of
jet shape prior to beam interaction due to induced
eddy current effkcts, hydrodynamic instabilities
due to theta-pinching of the jet by the magnetic
field, uniformity and symme~ of beam-deposited
energy @ both r- and z-directions, and jet
cavitation and fragmentation caused by the .
negative pressure inside the jet. Relevant
simulation experiments and more-detailed
modeling of magnetic and hydrodynamic effkcts
are required to ensure the reliability of the liquid
metal targets in timre high-energy physics
colliders and nuclear physics applications.
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